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Abstract
The recently increasing application of large eddy simulation to unsteady problems [1], such
as turbulence-generated sound and turbulent reacting flows, requires that large-eddy simulation
(LES) with a sub-grid scale (SGS) model could accurately predict space-time correlations. Most
of the currently existing SGS models are based on the energy budget equations. Therefore, they
are able to correctly predict energy spectra at large scales, but they may not accurately predict
other statistical quantities that are not determined fully by large-scale energy spectra, such as
space-time correlations. In this paper, we will investigate the effects of SGS modeling on spacetime correlations in LES. The numerical simulations of isotropic turbulence [2, 3] and turbulence
channel flows [4] show that, compared with the results of direct numerical simulation (DNS),
LES under-predicts the un-normalized correlation magnitude and over-predict the decorrelation
time scales. This can lead to inaccurate solutions in applications such as sound power spectra. In
turbulence-generated sound, according to Lighthill's theory, the acoustic intensity radiated by
turbulent flows depends on two-point, two-time correlations, or Eulerian space-time correlations.
Therefore, an accurate calculation of the Eulerian space-time correlation is important to the
prediction of the sound radiations. The application of space-time correlations to acoustic power
in LES is also discussed.
1 Introduction
Space-time correlations or their Fourier transformations, wavenumber-frequency spectra,
are the simplest but fundamental measurements on turbulent fluctuating in space and time. The
statistic quantity has a wide application to turbulent flows in various industries such as
aeronautics and aerospace. For example, sound radiated by turbulent flows is dependent on the
space-time characteristics of the flow field. According to Lighthill's theory [1, 2], acoustic power
spectra in the far-fields are determined by the two-time, two-point Eulerian velocity correlations;
In turbulence control and drag reduction [3], the space-time characteristics of turbulent
fluctuations are required as control inputs for the blowing and suction of the actuator; The flowinduced vibrations are also dependent on the wavenumber-frequency spectra of turbulent
fluctuations [4]. In boundary layer receptivity [5], the wavenumber-frequency spectra of
disturbances in the free-stream determine the initial fluctuations entering the boundary layers,
which induces the transition from laminar to turbulent flows; In aero-optics [6], the intensive
space-time intermittence of turbulent flows may induce a time-varying aberration of planar of a
light beam through the flow field. Other applications include heat transfer, particle dispersion and
predictability. Therefore, space-time correlations of turbulent fluctuations have significant
implications to the use of large eddy simulations for those problems. Therefore, it is natural to
ask whether or not the LES with an appropriate SGS model can correctly predict the space-time
correlations.
The previous researches [7, 8] compare the space-time correlations evaluated by DNS and
LES in isotropic turbulence. The comparison shows that the LES overpredicts decorrelation time
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scales and underpredicts the correlation magnitudes. These results have been confirmed by Park
et al [9] in isotropic turbulence and Martin [10] in turbulence boundary layers. In this paper, we
will investigate the prediction by LES of space-time correlations in turbulent shear flows. In
section II, we will review the results on space-time correlations in isotropic turbulence and use
those results to study the LES for acoustic power; in section III, we will evaluate the performance
of LES on space-time correlations in turbulent channel flows; in section III, we will summarize
the results and present the conclusions.
2 Space-time correlations in isotropic turbulence
In this section, we will investigate the prediction by LES of space-time correlations in
isotropic turbulence. The space-time correlation can be equivalently expressed by the two-time
correlations of velocity Fourier modes in spectral space
C (k , ) = ui (k , t )ui ( k , t + ) .
(1)
This quantity will be calculated from the DNS and compared with the one from the LES.
Furthermore, the effects of time correlation errors in LES on acoustics prediction will be
examined using Lighthill's analogy. According to the Lighthill analogy ([1]), the acoustic
pressure in a far-field position x is given by
2
x- y
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,
(2)
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where Tij ( y ,t ) = ui ( y ,t ) u j ( y ,t ) is the Lighthill stress tensor,

the source region,

the

mean far-field density, c the speed of sound in the far-field, and y a position vector in the
source field. The sound power spectra can be then calculated as p( x , ) p ( x , ) at the far-field
x.
2.1 The random sweeping model in isotropic turbulence
Kraichnan [11] and Tennekes [12] propose a random sweeping hypothesis for space-time
correlations in isotropic turbulence: the dominant effects on space-time patterns at high
frequencies is the random sweeping of small eddies by energy-containing eddies. This hypothesis
yields a universal form of space-time correlations. Consider a Fourier mode u(k , t ) of
fluctuating velocity convected by a large scale velocity field v , where v is a uniform Gaussian
field and independent of the fluctuating velocity u(k , t ) . Following the assumption in the
random sweeping hypothesis that the viscous effect and nonlinear terms in u may be neglected
in the Navier-Stokes equations, we obtain
u( k , t )
+ i (k v )u(k , t ) = 0.
(3)
t
The solution of Eq. (3) is
u(k , t ) = u(k ,0)exp[ i (k v )t ].
(4)
Then, the time correlation can be expressed as [7, 11]
1
Cu (k , ) = ui (k , t )ui ( k , t ) exp( v 2 k 2 2 ),
(5)
2
where the sweeping characteristic velocity v = v is the r.m.s. of velocity fluctuations. The

random sweeping hypothesis for fluctuating velocities was verified using the DNS data and has
been recently extended to pressure fluctuations. It can be seen from the random sweeping model
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(5) that the time correlations are determined by the energy spectra and the sweeping velocity.
Since the sweeping velocity is determined by the energy spectra, the accurate prediction of time
correlations is determined by the accurate prediction of energy spectra in isotropic turbulence.
2.2 Time correlations of velocity modes: DNS vs LES
We will compare the time correlations from the DNS with the ones from the LES. A
decaying homogeneous isotropic turbulence in a cubic box of side 2 is simulated by DNS
with grid size 2563 and LES with grid size 643 . The following SGS models are used in the
LES: (1) the spectral eddy-viscosity SGS model [13]; (2) The Smagorinsky SGS model [14];(3)
The dynamic Smagorinsky SGS model [15]; (4) The multiscale LES method with dynamic SGS
model [16].
Fig. 1 plots the space-time correlations of fluctuating velocities from the DNS and LES for
wavenumber k = 5, 9, 13 and 17 , spaning a range of scales from the integral scale to the
lower end of the resolved scales. The starting time is t = 0.5 . A comparison clearly shows that
there exist discrepancies between the LES and DNS results. These discrepancies become larger
with increasing wavenumbers. Among the SGS models used here, the classic Smagorinsky
model results are the least accurate and the multiscale LES is the most accurate. the dynamic
Smagorinsky model and spectral eddy-viscosity model yield comparable results for the
comparable results for the first two wavenumbers but the former is significantly more accurate at
two higher wavenumbers.
A further investigation using the random sweeping model yields more concrete results: the
LES under-predict the space-time correlations of the DNS in magnitude and over-predict their
decorrelation length scales in time. The reason for the time correlation errors in LES can be
understand as follows: The LES under-predict the magnitudes of time correlations because the
energy spectrum levels are lower in LES than the one in DNS, and over-predicts the
decorrelation time scales because the sweeping velocity in LES is smaller than the one in DNS.
2.3 Sound power spectra: DNS vs LES
We are now use the DNS data to test the Lilley model [17] for sound power level (SPL) of
the radiated noise from isotropic turbulence and use the LES data to study the prediction of the
SPL by LES. The DNS for isotropic turbulence was performed using a pseudo-spectral method.
The computational domain is a box of length 2 on each side, where the periodic boundary
conditions are applied. To keep the turbulence stationary, an external force f (k ) is imposed on
the first two shells of wavenumbers k = 1, 2 . Aliasing errors are removed through the two-thirds
truncation rule. The Adams-Bashforth scheme is used for time advance. Three cases for DNS are
run in the present study: Case 1 with Re = 78.75 on a 1283 grid, Case 2 with Re = 148.92
on a 2563 grid and Case 3 with Re = 206.58 on a 5123 grid, respectively. Two cases for
LES are run in comparison with Case 3 of the largest Re: Case 4 on a 2563 grid and Case 5 on a
1283 grid, using the spectral eddy-viscosity SGS model. The relevant parameters in the DNS and
LES are listed in Table 1.
Fig. 2 compares the SPLs from the DNS at Case 1, 2 and 3 with the Lilley model. It can be
seen from the figure that the DNS results at higher Re are in better agreement with the Lilley
model. We also use the present DNS data to test other SPL models and find that the Lilley model
is the best one to fit the DNS data at the largest Re .
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In Fig. 3(a), the sound power spectra (SPS) computed from the resolved Lighthill tensor are
plotted as the functions of St using the DNS and LES data. Overall, the LES results are consistent
with the DNS one. However, the peaks of the SPS in LES are located at the left-hand-side of the
one in DNS. More Surprisingly, their amplitudes are larger than the one in DNS at small strouhal
number while they are smaller than the one in DNS at large St. The reason for it can be
understand as follows: the LES under-predicts the sweeping velocity, which yields a different
weight function to the energy spectra in the Lighthill formulism.
Fig. 3(b) plots the sound power level (SPL) as a function of the strouhal number for DNS
and LES. It is clearly observed that the SPLs in LES drop faster than the one in DNS at high St,
with the LES 2563 result being between the LES 1283 and DNS 5123 results. Therefore, the
LES under-predict the SPL at high St rather than the DNS.
3 Space-time correlations in turbulent shear flows
3.1 The elliptic model in turbulent shear flows
The turbulence space-time correlations theory suggests that the dominant effects on spacetime patterns at high frequencies is the sweeping of small eddies pass a fixed point by large
eddies. This implies that the space-time fluctuations can be expressed as an appropriate
transformation of space correlations. Taylor frozen flow hypothesis [18] assumes that the
transformation is linear such that
R (r , ) = R (r U ,0).
(6)
The linear transformation implies that the iso-correlation contours are straight lines:
r U = C with C being a contour level. However, Taylor's hypothesis has many limitations
such as weak shear rate and low turbulence intensity. It is not accurate for turbulent shear flows.
Therefore, we propose a second approximation to the iso-correlation contours and develop a
contour similarity model for space-time correlations in turbulent shear flows. The elliptic model
[19] suggests that the space-time correlation are determined by the space correlations and two
characteristic velocities, such that
R (r , ) = R

(

)

(r U ) 2 + (V )2 ,0 ,

(7)

where U is a convection velocity and V a sweeping velocity. The former represents the
propagation of velocity fluctuations and the latter represents the decorrelation of velocity
fluctuations themselves. In homogeneous turbulent shear flows, the two characteristic velocities
are
U = U1 ,
(8)
V 2 = (S

)

2

+ vi 2 ,

(9)

the Taylor microscale and vi the
where U1 , is the mean velocity, S the shear rate,
fluctuating velocities. The convection velocity is the mean velocity and the sweeping velocity is
the sum of the shear-induced velocity and r.m.s of fluctuating velocity.
3.2 Space-time correlations: DNS vs LES
The direct numerical simulation (DNS) of turbulent channel flows is performed and used to
study the prediction by LES of space-time correlations in turbulent shear flows. The necessary
parameters for DNS are as follows: Re = 180 and the grid resolution is 128 × 129 × 128 .
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Fig. 4 plots the iso-correlation contours of fluctuating velocities in the steamwise direction
at y = 2.4 (viscous sublayer), where the contour levels are typically 0.9 and 0.6 . Fig. 4(a)
compares the contours obtained from DNS with the ones from the filtered DNS and Fig. 4(b)
compares the DNS results with the LES ones. It is observed from them that the contours from
LES are larger than the ones from DNS in size while the contours from the filtered LES are
approximately equal the ones from DNS. These observations imply that the correlations from the
LES decay slower than the ones from DNS while the correlations from the filtered DNS decay at
the almost same rates as the ones from DNS. Therefore, the SGS modeling has significant effects
on the space-time correlations.
Fig. 5 shows the correlation lines for those space and time separations that are located in
the major axis of the iso-correlation contours. The correlations R (r , ) are plotted against the
+

separation magnitude r 2 + 2 for r = tan( ) , where tan( ) is the slope of the preferred
orientation. It is observed that the correlation lines from LES decay much slower than the ones
from DNS while the decay rate of the correlations from the filtered DNS are comparable with the
ones from the DNS. Those observations are consistent with the previous ones on the isocorrelation contours. We also plot in Fig. 6 the correlation lines in the direction of the minor axis.
The results for the minor axis are qualitatively same as the ones for the major axis. However, the
differences between the LES and DNS results for minor axis are larger than the ones for major
axis. Therefore, Figures 5 and 6 show that the LES significantly over-predicts the space-time
correlations in DNS.
We compare the iso-correlation contours in Fig. 7 and the correlation functions in Figures 8
and 9 for DNS, the filtered DNS and LES at y + = 91.9 (log-law regime). The comparisons
indicate that the LES results evidently deviate from the DNS results while the filtered LES
results are approximately equal to the LES results. Those results are consistent with the ones at
y + = 2.4 . However, the differences between LES and DNS are smaller at y + = 91.9 the ones at
y + = 2.4 . This implies that the LES prediction of space-time correlations are better at weak shear
rates.
The overprediction of the space-time correlations by LES than DNS can be understand
using the elliptic model. In LES, the convection velocity U , mean shear rate S and the total
energy vi2 of fluctuating velocities can be correctly calculated. However, the Taylor length
microscales are over-estimated by LES. Therefore, the separation (r U )2 + (V )2 in LES is
larger than the one in DNS. Thus, the correlation decay more slowly in LES than in DNS. In fact,
suppose that kc is the filter wavenumber, we can compare the energy and enstrophy in DNS and
LES
0

0

E (q )dq =
q 2 E (q )dq

kc
0

E (q )dq
kc
0

q 2 E ( q)dq

(10)

The LES can approximately predict the total energy of DNS but under-estimate the enstrophy of
DNS and thus, it overpredicts the Taylor length microscales. Therefore, enstrophy is critical to
the LES prediction of space-time correlations.
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4 Conclusions and discussions
Numerical simulations in both isotropic turbulence and turbulent channel flows show that
there exist discrepancies in space-time correlations evaluated by DNS and LES. In isotropic
turbulence, LES predicts smaller magnitudes of the correlations than the DNS does but larger
decorrelation time scales than the DNS does. In turbulent channel flows, the same observations
are obtained where the LES over-predicts the decorrelation time scales rather the DNS. The
overpredictions are significant especially at the regions of strong shear rates. The overpredictions
decrease as the shear rates become smaller. The space-time correlation errors in LES leads that
the SPL in LES deviates from the one in DNS: the peak of SPL in LES is off the one in DNS to
the left, with the underprediction at larger St and overprediction at small St.
The analysis based on the space-time correlation models explains the discrepancies in our
numerical simulations. In isotropic turbulence, the magnitude of space-time correlations are
mainly determined by energy spectra and the decorrelation time scales mainly determined by
sweeping velocity. Since the energy spectra evaluated by LES is lower than the ones in DNS and
thus the sweeping velocity in LES is smaller than the one in DNS, the LES under-predicts the
magnitude of space-time correlations and over-predict the decorrelation time scales in DNS.
Therefore, in isotropic turbulence, an accurate prediction of energy spectra is critical to the
accurate prediction of space-time correlations by LES. In turbulent channel flows, the
decorrelation time scales are mainly determined by the mean velocity, the r.m.s of fluctuating
velocities, the shear rate and Taylor length time microscale. Since a LES predicts a larger Taylor
length time microscale, it over-predicts the decorrelation time scales. Therefore, in turbulent
shear flows, the accurate prediction of enstrophy is critical to the accurate prediction of spacetime correlation in additional to energy spectra.
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Table 1: Relevant parameters and statistical quantities in DNS and LES*.
Re

urms

L

CFL

0.002

0.843

1.597

0.194

0.599

1.445

78.75

2563

0.001

0.864

1.471

0.267

0.341

1.207

148.92

Case 3

5123

0.00045

0.871

1.469

0.208

0.238

1.432

206.58

Case 4

2563

0.0009

0.867

1.476

0.209

--

--

--

Case 5

1283

0.0018

0.856

1.490

0.210

--

--

--

Case

Nodes

Case 1

1283

Case 2

t

* Here L is the integral length scale,
is the Taylor microscale, = kmax indicates the
spatial resolution, CFL is the CFL number and Re is the Taylor-scale Reynolds number.
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Figure 1. Space-time correlations C (k , ) vs time lag
with starting time t = 0.5 for (a)
k = 5 , (b) k = 9 , (c) k = 13 , (d) k = 17 . Solid line: DNS; dashed line: dynamic Smagorinsky
model; solid-dotted-line: multiscale LES; dotted line: Smagorinsky model; spectral eddy
viscosity model.

Figure 2. Sound power levels computed from the DNS and the Lilley model.
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Figure 3. (a) Comparison between sound power spectra computed from DNS and LES; (b)
Comparison between sound power level computed from the DNS and LES}.

Figure 4. The iso-correlation contours as the functions of space separation and time delay at
y + = 2.4 (viscous sublayer). (a) DNS vs. the filtered DNS: the solid line for the DNS results; the
dash line for the filtered DNS results using the filter width 2h ; the dash-dotted line for the
filtered DNS results using filter width 4h . (b) DNS vs. LES: the solid line for the DNS results
and the dash line for the LES results.
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Figure 5. The space-time correlations on the major axis of the iso-correlation contours at
y + = 2.4 (viscous sublayer). (a) DNS vs. the filtered DNS: the solid line for the DNS results; the
dash line for the filtered DNS results using the filter width 2h ; the dash-dotted line for the
filtered DNS results using filter width 4h . (b) DNS vs. LES: the solid line for the DNS results
and the dash line for the LES results.

Figure 6. The space-time correlations on the minor axis of the iso-correlation contours at
y + = 2.4 (viscous sublayer). (a) DNS vs. the filtered DNS: the solid line for the DNS results; the
dash line for the filtered DNS results using the filter width 2h ; the dash-dotted line for the
filtered DNS results using filter width 4h . (b) DNS vs. LES: the solid line for the DNS results
and the dash line for the LES results.
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Figure 7. The iso-correlation contours as the functions of space separation and time delay at
y + = 91.9 (log-law region). (a) DNS vs. the filtered DNS: the solid line for the DNS results; the
dash line for the filtered DNS results using the filter width 2h ; the dash-dotted line for the
filtered DNS results using filter width 4h . (b) DNS vs. LES: the solid line for the DNS results
and the dash line for the LES results.

Figure 8. The space-time correlations on the major axis of the iso-correlation contours as
functions of time delay at y + = 91.9 (log-law region). (a) DNS vs. the filtered DNS: the solid
line for the DNS results; the dash line for the filtered DNS results using the filter width 2h ; the
dash-dotted line for the filtered DNS results using filter width 4h . (b) DNS vs. LES: the solid
line for the DNS results and the dash line for the LES results.
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Figure 9. The space-time correlations on the minor axis of the iso-correlation contours as functions
of time delay at y + = 91.9 (log-law region). (a) DNS vs. the filtered DNS: the solid line for the
DNS results; the dash line for the filtered DNS results using the filter width 2h ; the dash-dotted
line for the filtered DNS results using filter width 4h . (b) DNS vs. LES: the solid line for the DNS
results and the dash line for the LES results.
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